--- In ahsupport@yahoogroups.com, "Federico Labat" <elabat@...> wrote:
SORRY!!!
But i cant imagin this world in this moment under control of "CM's personal".
Like I see the situacion here, the worl still is under control of someting very bad.
Is true, thel planet X, the Z' info, etc, all is crap, probably the spaceship in Octuber 14 is all crap

too.
But one moment... I remember something, a year ago a woman talking about "in 2 weeks start the
stasis period" or "in dicember JUPITER WILL BECOME OUR SECOND SUN"...
BUT THIS IS NO CRAP !!!! NO NO NO... BUT ¿ WATH IS IT THEN ?
A TIME ERROR? of one year...
A HUMAN ERROR?
A VOID ERROR? (WE HAVE DE VOID NOW? WE WILL HACE THE ACTION THIS YEAR???)
A friend in the spanish group told me "i feel that Candace is a verry good and nice person" i supose in
a meditation state he can fell the persons aura or spirit or something like that, but we the "normal"
people cant feel the energy of others, because of this I ask to you please respond this questions,

show to us the diference between the crap of other people and you words.
Other thing that I want to know, is why the secret of your name, picture, personal info, etc. I think the
lightworkers, must know really who you are, were u from, etc.
I dont think this secret is for personal security.
The dark side, CIA, etc, know exactly where we are, they know my name, you realname, then

names and adreess of every body in this fourum-mailing.
The method is simple, they can track us over internet, is realy simple, like this page http://www.ipadress.com/ can tell us our IP ADRESS and CITY location, they can get our exactly location using the
same method, when we send a mail or visit a monitored website they get our ip and location.
WHY THE SECRET THEN??????
Again SORRY!!!!

Answer CANDACE:

Federico, this world is already under the control of CM, but he is awaiting the help of those on earth to
make their imprint. Are you making yours, or just bitching these days? It is galactic law that contact
must be through the governments and this has completely failed on this world. CM himself has

contacted nearly every leader on this planet. Planets are lifted up WITHIN, by the people on them,
when they are within the rule of of the Creator Son's government .
Star fleet incarnates have been slow to awaken to their job here. Star fleet will be in open contact as
with all planets when they are ready, and this has to await until after stasis. Why haven't things
happened on time you ask? Because we have to give notice to Government which was done through
the pHoenix Jounrals, which failed in 1999. I have taken that over. We give material IN advance, and
these dates could have materialized if there had been the desired cooperation. Dark side black ops
does read here, and I have some who have traced that for me, regards reading at the website. I
assume they read here on AHS too since I post here.
As we have explained in older material, the planetary people must have reached the stage of
"voidance" for this to work, meaning of balance between light and dark and we are finally there. We
can only do the ignition of Jupiter when it is far away and at least mostly behind the sun, or the
destruction will be too great. Now stasis removes a lot of the dark people, helping towards voidance,
but Christ michael is also awaiting as he can allow, some more spiritual growth. That is because this is
the last chance those that have not chosen their future placement yet, get. The sun has been
deliberately quieted for a few months to buy some more time regards earth changes. But the nature of
the deterioration of the planet, from the pollution is a huge factor, if we wish to not have to do a pole
reversal and start over. It is CM's idea to have the people on the planet have the experience of their
careers here, and many from higher realms interested in universal management (including myself, I
want to be a creator son someday), are incarnate for this experience. Stop your whining, All of you, I
am so very tired of it.
Now as to myself and my credibility. I do NOT show my picture, because people have a habit of
coming and parking outside my house and I need the safety of not having people, even ordinary ones,
know what I look like. It is posted for my team in the private area of our forum. I am under constant
guard because of many threats to my life. I can go NO WHERE without Andrea my guardian angel
who makes me invisible to remote viewers, and my guards in shuttle craft above my house. I have met
my guards and they have demonstrated the craft. It is quite real. I am often discouraged from
attending public events because of the increased security risks.
If you have read some of the pHoenix Journals, you know the crap dharma and her family went
through. They have attempted to murder me several times and I have been resurrected twice from
this that I know of. In November of 2004, just prior to thanksgiving, and I wasn't even public yet, and
we had not decided if we would go public, (will I was writing at Lewis News, but not channeling), or
not. I was microwaved to my abdominal area and it after quite a few hours became fatal, and star fleet
intervened.
That was my cross in this life, it was the most horrid experience, of having my guts fried, I have ever
lived through. And I have been throught plenty in this life. AA Rafael was responsible for my
resurrection and healing of that, during the quiet hours of the night in the hospital, after staff, motivated
by dark forces around them, ignored me for long periods, and my own doctor never some how got the
message I was hospitalized. I was taken by ambulence to the hospital, I was too ill to get there any
other way.
I was caught in microwaves again in May 2007, and a couple of short weeks later, had my heart
stopped and because I have a guardian all the time IN MY ROOM as I sleep, this was caught in time.
This is dangerous work.

I do not know my folks under some sort of meditation. I know them, having met them personally. I
have been to ship for various reasons including medical treatment on AA Rafael's ship and others,
including the Capricorn at least 300 times, many of these compeltely consciously. I was severly ill from
Multiple schlerosis, and other conditions since 1976, and I could not do this work in that condition, so I
made the condition that if I were to go public and do this, I must have substantial help. I have
experience several stem cells transplants to rebuild my pituitary and adrenal glands over the last 5-6
years. These treatments are not available yet on this planet. And much more I will not spend time on
tonight.
I have met Esu personally in my home and aboard ship. The first time I met him personally was in
February 2003. Christ Michael gave me the symbol to use for AH also in 2003. I have met Sanat
Kumara and others also personally, through 3rd eye presentation, while I was completely awake, not
during dream time. Esu however, as above, beamed into my house, and he has been here many a
time since, both in physical and etheric form.
I have been telepathic this entire lifestream. I was born that way. My soul Mate Tom, stayed behind
this incarnation to assist me, in my preparation eventually, when the time became appropriate.
However, neither of us knew way back when that I would create this particular role. I came to do what
was needed, when it was needed.
Summer 2007, last year, I went through 4 months of special energy work that was NOT comfortable,
to change this body over to a regenerating, rather than aging form, so that I can serve in this body, for
as long as desired. I also have my light body, in storage on the Meridot, the ship that babysits me and
my family from Myrua who are incarnate on this planet at this time. I have seen that body. I am a tall
currly haired red head in that. In this life I am short, and had white hair, until I had finished the process
to regenerating body, called 4d form. Now my dark dishwater blond hair is returning rapidly, as I de
age. At least 1/2 of my hair, perhaps more, is now original color. All since last October. At some point
when appropriate, many years from now, I might take back my light body, but for the time being this
one is needed.
My team is in complete partnership with CM and Esu. I will serve about 1000 years, and I won't do it
by rebirth after rebirth. And neither will the rest of my team. We do not do the news regularly like was
done through dharma. It is simply not safe to invite any more trouble. They have tried to harm several
on my team severely, and some not yet on this team, but awaiting roles after stasis. You can bitch all
you want, but I know of who I am and what I speak. This work is not done as you suggest, or as is
suggested on other forums, that lets see ,this is what you posted.
A friend in the spanish group told me "i feel that Candace is a verry good
and nice person" i supose in a meditation state he can fell the persons
aura or spirit or something like that, but we the "normal" people cant feel
the energy of others, because of this I ask to you please respond this
questions, show to us the diference between the crap of other people and
you words.
I am fully encircuited to CM and Esu. This is not doing something in a meditation state. I have 4
operating circuits, the normal 3rd eye, the higher 4th eye, my special circuit straight to CM and Esu
and a couple others, and my newer or used by lower energies. I do all the "channeling" that I present
on that circuit for about a year now. It guarantees NO interference, but I didn't have that otherwise
anyway. I am very careful. The person who made that statement above, and many others who have
made such statements, do NOT WALK IN MY SHOES, thus they have no idea of how I live.

Besides no picture, I have given plenty of detail about myself and where I live in many of the
messages and probably here too. I do not use my married name, it is private, and I haven't changed it
anyway from my divorce in 1984. I have been honest in my writings on that. Candace is my real
name, but Frieze belonged to my beloved grandmother and I wished to honor her, by it's use. I will
make it my legal name when I get around to it. I live in a mobile home park, in the metro area of
Denver Colorado. I do need some privacy, because one day I will have to give much of it up. There is
NO mystery about me.
Many channels tell little about themselves. They just give messages and sell stuff on their websites. I
have always been involved in all the messages, giving personal material to them. People should have
a pretty good sense about me, and so should you, from my work here on this forum, besides the main
site. I don't hide anything, unless for security reasons, or its not appropriate and timely to do so, and I
have given many examples from my 61 years of life on this planet. I am a teacher, and a team
member on the Second Coming team and I will continue to place that which my partners, CM and Esu
and others wish placed, as does Jess.
I do scrutinize and ask questions. I am in nearly constant contact with the higher realms, through out
the day. This is NOT a hit and miss hobby, and I spent 80 to 100 hours a week at this in one way or
another. I am active teaching elsewhere also at this time.
I suggest perhaps somebody placing this message into a file others can read, such as new members
to this group, because I get very tired of telling the story over and over. This will be the last itme. All of
you are to determine your own needs, and grow your own soul. I am a messenger and a teacher of
that proces, but again, I will not be a guru and I want leaders, and not followers to show up after stasis
and help out.

Take care, Candace

